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Introduction

The Compatibility Report compares two individual's natal charts and examines the inter-aspects
or synastry between them. In the following report, each aspect is examined to reveal the basic
qualities of your interaction, with the most important factors listed first. Please keep in mind that
these descriptions are not meant to put limitations on the relationship, but merely to describe its
inherent tendencies. Challenging aspects can become the greatest strength of a relationship if
you can both learn how to successfully navigate those issues, with good communication
between you playing a vital role. For definitions of astrological terms, please refer to the
glossary at the end of this report.

Important Features

Megan's Sun in strong sextile
(within 0.7 degrees) with Machine's Moon

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

With the Sun and Moon in flowing relation between your two charts, you have a good
connection with each other. This aspect symbolizes a great deal of closeness and shared
interests between you. You will enjoy conscious awareness of your emotional states, with lots of
nurturing, and open feelings, desire for comforts and bonding together, especially within a home
or other secure environment. In a romantic context, this is a wonderful connection, for warmth,
camaraderie, pleasurable exchanges and strong affinity. You like each other, and feel
comfortable and comforted, with a likelihood of long term union or at least friendship. This
aspect makes for real identity merging, and a loving feeling between you. It symbolizes passion
and romantic feeling, harmony of goals and unconditional sharing, strong emotional bonding,
perhaps marriage or the equivalent. The family may come together through you, or you may
build a family and children together. There is a sense of fairness and equality, with loyalty,
protectiveness, and working for security. Megan tends to be the stronger one, with Machine
being the more devoted and giving partner. Although problems may arise with both of you
wishing to be in control, these issues are usually resolved through the same pattern of giving
and receiving, with each appreciating the unique qualities of the other. You may discover
considerable enjoyment of things of the past or history, as well as general enthusiasm together.
Since the Moon is involved, each of your feminine and softer sides will likely be brought forward
by this relationship.
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Megan's Sun in strong trine
(within 0.2 degrees) with Machine's Saturn

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

With this aspect, of Sun to partner's Saturn, you may find awareness of limitations and
responsibilities, and a sense of significance and/or sense of “fated-ness” which comes from
being with each other. The two of you can be very dependable and productive together. Some
restructuring will occur for Megan, who may learn needed lessons of discipline through
Machine. In a romantic connection, this aspect symbolizes much wisdom and practical caring for
each other, which is good support for a long term commitment such as marriage. There is likely
to be a good balance of energy from work into play, and creativity into directed concentrated
effort, as each of you leads the other into joyous responsibilities, and responsible joys. There
may be an implication of necessary boundaries expressed in your partnership. With this aspect,
also, you will find practical wisdom and even leadership to high degrees. This can be a sobering
connection between you, but one which enhances both partners' empowerment and purpose.
Sometimes these roles get reversed, but generally speaking, Megan gives light to, and is
allowing and forgiving toward Machine, and Machine serves to facilitate greater focus of
Megan's more widespread and expansive consciousness.

Megan's Neptune in strong trine
(within 3.3 degrees) with Machine's Sun

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect, of Sun in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, symbolizes a sensitive,
compassionate and supportive connection between you. Your partnership is likely to be strongly
spiritual as well as artistically creative. There is a sense of giving and support on the part of
Megan for Machine. Sensitive and telepathic, you share interests together, as Megan provides
nurturing for the creative fire of Machine, while Machine gives light and leadership to the more
variable Megan. You are creative together, without need for detail or technique, and share a
caretaking sympathy for one another as well as for mankind at large, and for that matter, for life
in general, but without a sense of duty or obligation. Your relationship may well provide spiritual
leadership for others. In a romantic context, this aspect indicates a spiritual, artistic,
sympathetic, and sensual connection that feeds strength and creativity into your partnership.
You feel and empathize together, enjoying mutual passions, and may use imagination in your
lovemaking. Both of you share in the feeling of being taken care of in this relationship. There
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may be a sense of a psychic link with each other, or of feeling harmonized by higher senses,
which may take you to fantasy and imagination worlds together. You will always enjoy film, arts,
and artistic creativity with each other. Your lives together are likely to be sympathetically
responsive and spiritually satisfying.

Megan's Pluto in strong opposition
(within 3.3 degrees) with Machine's Sun

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the
challenge.

This aspect, of Sun in opposition with partner's Pluto, symbolizes transformation and radical
change as an important part of your relationship. It signals potential major life changes, with
empowerment and growth for both partners. Other attributes include the will to succeed and a
total depth of interaction between you. There may be unconscious antagonisms between you
which are difficult although very rewarding to work out. You also may find work in dangerous
fields, or with forms of regeneration or depth psychology. Perhaps deep religious convictions on
the part of one or both partners may be part of the mix. Together, you may discover untapped
sources of strength as your partnership evolves, bringing a renewed confidence, and awareness
of your true path.

In a romantic context, this aspect represents a contact that is strongly, even overwhelmingly
powerful, sensual and passionate in sexual expression. This is a difficult aspect, indicating will
and passion, and also some degree of conflict, within the partnership. There are likely to be
issues of ego between you, or the direction one partner takes may appear selfish to the other.
There may be a reforming attitude on the part of one of the partners, and obsession or other
excessive behavior is also possible. You may also feel a magnetic attraction for each other, and
may feel some sense of having known each other in a past life or other depth connection.
Together you have a strong will to create together, to desire and motivate each other, and to
make needed changes. It is also possible that there may be some degree of deception or
secretiveness in the partnership, with one partner unconsciously holding back from giving, or
the two of you together keeping a secret from the world. These secretive and withheld areas
can become destructive forces, or else can become something to work through together. A
relatively welcome confrontation of the hidden parts of each partner may take place, in order to
achieve a new level of understanding. Change is inevitable through your relationship, as you
confront in order to replace those portions of behavior that have outgrown their usefulness.
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Megan's Moon in strong square
(within 2.4 degrees) with Machine's Mercury

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort
over time.

This aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Mercury, indicates an out of balance condition
in your communication that requires constant adjustment for smooth functioning between you.
Some part of the basic direction you take with each other divides thought from feeling. You may
not be able to agree, because one wants what is practical and the other tends toward emotional
considerations, or one is more mental and the other sensitive. Together, you can strike a
balance by uniting thought and feeling, but this is not always easy. In a romantic connection,
there is a potential for missed communication, separate viewpoints, or otherwise not clear
contact with each other. These difficulties can be overcome with mature understanding.
Adaptation in your partnership to changes of feeling is needed. In dealing with these
disharmonies, it is best not to push ideas or force emotional viewpoints on each other, but to
regard communication mishaps as merely a challenge requiring adjustment. The process of
finding harmony with each other includes living in practical modes of connection, of developing
individual traits that can help both, like planning and building a garden together.

Megan's Venus in strong square
(within 2.3 degrees) with Machine's Moon

and Megan's Moon in inconjunct (within 2.1 degrees) with Machine's Venus.

Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this
aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special attention to the following
material!

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort
over time.

With this aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Venus, you have a good rapport and an
enduring emotional sympathy with each other but there may be ways in which you also operate
at cross-purposes in these areas. You may over-indulge each other, or one may give what the
other does not wish for. Your partnership may involve aesthetic sensibilities, since the energy is
there for artistic creativity together. Jewelry, the arts, and all things feminine come into the
picture with this aspect. In a romantic context, this aspect inclines to friendly support and
connection between you, although you may encounter some form of excess or over-giving in
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your relationship. There can be domestic discord, or family intrusions, perhaps petty jealousy
between you. Your tastes may vary, or finances may not be readily agreed upon. Sincere
adjustments made with affection and a friendly attitude can enable your relationship to work.
Your connection has good feelings for each other, mutual sharing, nurture and loyalty for each
other, as well as some degree of difficulty that needs working through.

Megan's Moon in strong square
(within 1.7 degrees) with Machine's Pluto

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort
over time.

This aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Pluto, can represent a dangerous, and
explosive relationship. You may be coming together to do some serious healing, and you can
expect intense emotions and the exposing of your most cherished and unknown secrets through
this relationship, perhaps unknown even to your conscious mind. There may be a feeling of
being together for some karmic purpose. There is likely to be a challenge of some kind in this
relationship, perhaps past karma returning for resolution. The feelings can get quite intense and
Megan may imagine that Machine is penetrating to their very core emotional self. Various
background or environmental factors may also cause stress as you and your partner differ in
history or lifestyle. There may be disruption from the standpoint of family or emotional patterns,
or from purposes not in alignment between you. In a romantic context, since both passion and
conflict exist in this relationship you may need to proceed with extreme caution. Wills may clash,
or control issues arise, and all the while a powerful and magnetic attraction exists between you.
You feel both a push and a pull, something that draws you in tightly, or repels, perhaps feelings
of intimacy not well received or some other factor of obsession or compulsion. Domestic
troubles, or sexual obsessions, may dominate your relationship, with only some chance for
agreement through shared dynamic unity, of seeing and feeling your way through to shared
goals together. Close examination is required for you to feel the sense of what has brought you
to this pass. You are coming together for some serious life purpose that can certainly lead to
healing yourselves and others, although everything this deep requires the passage of time and
the reflections of higher awareness. You can expect intense emotions and the exposing of your
most cherished and unknown secrets while this relationship lasts. Through difficulty and
challenge there can be a springboard to higher expressions of love.
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Megan's Mercury in strong conjunction
(within 0.6 degrees) with Machine's Mercury
Ruler of Rising Sign

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This aspect, of Mercury in conjunction with partner's Mercury, gives you a terrific basis in your
partnership for shared communication and ideas. You are on the same mental wavelength, with
similar interests and visions. Good communications intensify your connection, with social
appeal, and loads of fun and laughter together. Also emphasized are writing together and
mutual collaborations involving the media, mind, or ideas. In a romantic context, you field each
other's ideas well, with congenial insights and like visions which illuminate your sharing. Good
communication, always important, is enhanced for this relationship. You have a strong mental
connection with each other, with lively discourse and exchange of ideas. You also have a strong
desire to learn from each other, to be involved in educational projects together, or to converse
and travel together. In addition to the convivial intellectual stimulation in your partnership, there
is also some possibility of trying to outdo the other mentally or conflicts of ego and will, to be
worked through. Your life together is also likely to be quite busy; you may enjoy travel, or things
mechanical, or speed and movement in general. If you are drawn toward looking for
professional purpose together, it may be by means of research, or making contacts. You will
most likely experience positive sharing and exchange together, leading to viable and
transformative change for each of you.

Megan's Mercury in strong sextile
(within 0.3 degrees) with Machine's Venus

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Venus, represents congenial sharing,
with communication and creativity highlighted. This is a strong aspect for mutual
self-expression, artistic creativity and enjoyment. You travel together well, with appreciation of
beauty and a sense of warmth between you, and enthusiastic agreement in support of each
other's aesthetic choices. In a love connection this aspect indicates loads of romantic appeal
between you, with shared response and expressions of beauty, of flowers delivered, or strong
marks of affection in words of beautiful sentiment. Also indicated is the shared pleasure of
conversation, and enjoyment of film and writing, or the arts. Friends and lovers both, you
constantly think of ways to be productive and functional together, with a sense of greater
pleasure within some positive shared communication or vision. In business, you can expect
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shared cooperation and participation leading to success and achievement together. Both
partners will likely show an admirable willingness to support and sympathize with each other.

Megan's Jupiter in strong sextile
(within 0.5 degrees) with Machine's Mercury
Ruler of Rising Sign

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Jupiter, symbolizes the broadening of
all communications, contacts, and shared interests between you. Your partnership has a great
verbal connection, with shared knowledge and vision. The indications are there for travel,
religion, education, and good communication. Megan generally inspires Machine, with respect
to vision and ideas. Mutual enjoyment of wisdom, optimism and increased aspirations. Megan
will ignite the work, direction, and practical nature of Machine, who in turn gives logic and
reason to the expansions of Megan. In a romantic context, this aspect promotes wit,
intelligence, and humor. You will likely find communication bliss, enjoyment in travel, and much
shared wisdom together. This aspect symbolizes enlivened intellectually or religiously in your
union, also with regard to the balance of mind and intuition you each bring to the mix, lending
itself to great rapport between you, with vibrant sharing, expansion of vision, and ideals well
suited to your goals. In your partnership you can expect expansionist and forward-going
thinking, with good decision-making and plenty of idealism. You will share goodwill and humor,
and creative expressions. You work well together, and one is likely to support the other to the
best use of their individual talents, inclining toward advancement or possible honors.

Megan's Mercury in strong opposition
(within 0.1 degrees) with Machine's Pluto

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the
challenge.

This aspect, of Mercury in dynamic relation with partner's Pluto, represents a relationship that
can be keenly introspective, yet also dynamic and active. One partner may seem to be able to
plumb to the depth of the other's psyche. Communications between you are deeply involving,
with a sense of exploring the unknown, and may involve many divergent topics, or possibly
taboo ones. There is a urge to develop understanding between you, to realize how the other
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one thinks. In a romantic context, this aspect promotes serious depth of mental connection,
dynamic communication empowerment, and deep thoughts shared, perhaps feelings that you
are linked somehow from the past. You experience realizations about your backgrounds,
patterns, or natures; the empathy you feel with each other is fascinating, and can also help you
work together powerfully and well. You may readily adapt to change in the course of the
relationship. Changes are likely in both partners, which may include broadening the horizons of
Megan, or Machine learning not to dominate the communication as much. This aspect indicates
an excellent basis in your relationship for planning, for study that goes into the depths of a
matter, as well as strong and intense communication between you, regarding the wide range of
interests you share. You may also experience a strong degree of perfectionism between you,
some higher form of function in a specific area that is unique to your relationship. The deeper
and more hidden factors of your relationship will come to the surface, as you find ways to deal
with these subtleties together, hopefully and creatively. You make excellent coworkers, with
opportunities for building ideas together, planing for the future, or sharing research and study of
the occult, metaphysical matters, health and healing practice, perhaps involving institutions. You
may also become involved as a partnership with issues of investigation and direct
understanding by the intuitive mind. You may uncover connections to healing, or new forms of
regeneration of body, mind, and spirit.

Megan's Jupiter in strong conjunction
(within 0.8 degrees) with Machine's Venus
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This aspect, of Venus in conjunction or opposition with Jupiter, indicates expanded wealth,
social contact, and true positive enjoyment for this partnership. Mutual helpfulness, and shared
abundance, with the benefit of encouragement, consideration, and sympathy shared between
you. Megan brings expansion to Machine, or the two of you may switch roles. There is also the
promise of good fortune materially, or possibly there could be waste and excess. It really is up to
how the partners work with the energy, whether you choose to take the high road. Finances
should be closely watched, and excess controlled. In a romantic context, there is charm in
expression, generosity to each other, good social graces, and wealth or abundance shared
between you. This aspect highlights positive growth and partnership understanding, although
perhaps with some extravagances, and is well suited for sharing fully and with wisdom. Arts,
spirituality, and ethical moral grace are included among the favorable indications represented by
this aspect. Together you will likely enjoy social engagements as well as areas like the arts,
purchasing, investment, or enjoyment of the outdoors. Extravagances may be hard to curtail, yet
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more resources always seem to be available. There is emphasis on taste, and culture, as well
as on a graceful and beneficial environment.

Sun, Moon, Rising Sign Features

Other Comparison Aspects

Megan's Sun in strong square
(within 2.4 degrees) with Machine's Midheaven

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort
over time.

This aspect, of the Sun in square with partner's Midheaven indicates shared purpose and
mutual objectives, usually with some recognition or rewards in creative areas, but with the
possibility of conflicts over the direction of partnership activities. It is likely that one partner,
perhaps Machine, will provide leadership, while the other either goes along more or less
willingly, or else struggles against the impulse, getting into another area altogether, intending to
stand independently, to be strong and able in their own way. In a romantic connection, there is
likely to be a strong attraction between you, although leadership or control issues may arise,
over creative ideas, or of practical considerations, such as with children, or issues of duty versus
entertainment. The possibility is also there for some authoritarian disagreements between you.
Romance may be connected to business, or public life. If you can find ways to cooperate and
blend your separate viewpoints you will feel brighter, more playful, and alive to your shared
purpose.

Megan's Venus in strong trine
(within 0.9 degrees) with Machine's Midheaven

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's Midheaven, represents a good accord
between you regarding plans and objectives, and anticipates gain and perhaps even wealth
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stemming from your partnership, especially as you value the same things overall. Megan
provides a beneficial aesthetic sensibility, which also supports the career goals of Machine,
while Machine takes a more practical and real-world approach. Together, you are enabled to
make better choices and to find more workable and productive lines of approach in concert with
each other, lending financial or economic assistance to your shared objectives. There is also
likely to be an artistic side to the work you do together. In a romantic context, there is real
rapport between you and you are likely to have an abundant life with each other. Your
relationship is founded on warmth and affection, pleasure and sensuality, along with a strong
aesthetic sense between you. The appearance of being graceful in the eyes of the world is
important, and you can ascend social circles with each other. Career direction and shared
purposes between you are likely to go very well, as you are propelled toward success. Your
relationship combines practical function with positive direction toward higher aspirations and you
will grow and prosper together. Megan provides encouragement and inspiration, while Machine
receives and keeps the relationship on track. Your shared purpose is likely to include the artistic
or musical or beautifying the world in some way.

Megan's Jupiter in strong trine
(within 1.2 degrees) with Machine's Pluto
Leading planet of planetary pattern

...and Megan's Pluto in strong trine (within 0.2 degrees) with Machine's Jupiter.

Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this
aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special attention to the following
material!

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect, of Jupiter in flowing relation with partner's Pluto, symbolizes empowerment, and
character development in your relationship. You will likely find depth of spiritual understanding
and evolutionary growth and transformation in this partnership. You reach as one to empower
your highest aspirations together. This aspect also indicates increased prospects materially, and
especially regarding large-scale operations of some kind. Philanthropic projects, spiritual
endeavors and progress with partnership goals are all supported. In a romantic context, world
travel and multi-cultural experience are a definite possibility, as well as enjoyment of sexuality.
Your partnership possesses zeal, perhaps trying out new and somewhat dangerous things. You
may be inclined to take some risks, but these result in a sense of freedom and potential success
for you. Machine's energy will help to dynamically focus the partnership vision, while Megan will
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bring expansion to the deep and powerful desires of Machine. Cooperation between you can be
incredibly fulfilling and furthers your broader vision.

Megan's Uranus in strong sextile
(within 1.2 degrees) with Machine's Midheaven

...and Megan's Midheaven in strong sextile (within 1.0 degrees) with Machine's Uranus.

Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this
aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special attention to the following
material!

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

This aspect, of Uranus in flowing relation with partner's Midheaven, has the potential for wide
acceptance, good friendship, and broad-minded viewpoints between the partners. You come
together with a view to change humanity, and alert the world to new visions. Worldly activity is
involved somehow, with a picture of change, or adjustment, perhaps new ways of handling the
old world. Your shared altruism allows greater innovation, and there is fun and perhaps a
rebellious nature as well. Megan is likely to bring more of these qualities, with Machine providing
the focus and direction.

Megan's Neptune in strong opposition
(within 0.2 degrees) with Machine's Jupiter

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the
challenge.

This aspect, of Jupiter in square or opposition with partner's Neptune, makes for a highly
spiritual as well as creative, sensitive and intuitive partnership, but with some possibility of
illusions operating between you or ideals which never become actualized. Your relationship also
includes the possibility of service and helpfulness, perhaps even sacrifice, toward others. There
is a strong vision of idealism, and artistic creativity, in your partnership, although your ideals may
also be not fully in accord with each other. There is also likely to be difficulty in the realization of
your ideals, in working them out in the so-called "real world". You may find also a sense of the
impractical or wasteful, or of being tempted by false gods. You benefit from applying structure
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and practical methodology in order to achieve all you have it in your make-up to accomplish. In
a romantic context, although you give to each other with good intentions and generous support,
and open acceptance of the other's weaknesses, you can perhaps also experience problems
with self-indulgence, such as time wasted in idle conversation, or even drug use. One partner,
perhaps Machine, provides a sense of wisdom and freedom, while Megan is giving and
sensitive to Machine's needs. There can also be a tendency for too much self-sacrifice on the
part of Megan, or unconscious manipulation. If you take the high road, there is energy in your
partnership for a truly spiritual union, and of beneficial change for both partners.

Megan's Ascendant in strong trine
(within 1.9 degrees) with Machine's Mercury
Ruler of Rising Sign

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Ascendant brings communication and intelligence to
the relationship, and a sense of sharing. There is healing and beneficial exchange and idealism
between you involving all forms of contact and self-expression. This resolves into benefit of
knowledge, likely for Megan, while Machine is given the opportunity for flowing ideas to their
partner. In a romantic context, this aspect indicates that communications are aligned with your
shared purpose. You have a strong desire to communicate with each other, and will have many
lively and stimulating discussions together, perhaps in arts or entertainment fields. You will find
mutual interests enlivening, as well as purposeful. The two of you are also well suited for
dynamic interaction and social exchange with other people, associates and siblings, as well as
active pursuits such as travel. Or friends and siblings may connect through you.

Megan's Ascendant in strong sextile
(within 2.2 degrees) with Machine's Venus
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.
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This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's Ascendant, symbolizes strong feelings of
affection between the partners. Your relationship has a great deal of personal warmth, harmony,
and pleasure, as well as the likelihood of social interaction with friends or associates. Economic
activity is encouraged between you, and your partnership has definite earning potential. It is
also possible that artistic endeavors form an important basis for your partnership connection. In
a romantic context, you share warmth and material values, and bathe in relaxed receptive loving
sensations with each other, with displays of beauty and fashion interest, or self-expression
involving art or music. You have a magnetic appeal for each other, and the attraction is strong,
with perhaps one of you aligned more deeply with the feelings or purposes of their partner. The
relationship motive between you is well supported, with Machine likely to bring love, beauty, and
affection to Megan. There can be much mutual pleasure. You enjoy making purchases together.
There is a sense of shared aesthetics between you, and the attraction, appeal and sensuality
that exists can also spill over into many other areas. This aspect describes an entirely
pleasurable and harmonious connection between you.

Megan's Sun in sesquiquadrate
(within 0.5 degrees) with Machine's Uranus

The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; control is required.

This aspect, of Sun in minor dynamic relation with partner's Uranus, symbolizes a changeable
partnership, with an element of mental stimulation that promotes excitement and creative flair. It
is likely that Machine brings stimulation and abrupt change as well as unusual enjoyment to
Megan. Something calls the two of you to a broader type of relationship, with widespread
interests, and often of a humanitarian or multi-cultural character. In a romantic context there is
some unique attraction that stimulates your interaction. You have a good basis of friendship and
support for each other, and may also be inventively sensual together. You can apply your good
rapport into reaching each other in unique ways; and you may experience unusual partnering
connections. The erratic and perhaps unexpected actions of Machine gives them a unique
appeal for Megan, but can also lead to feeling up in the air or unstable with each other. Or the
two of you may alternate between extremes of freedom and independence, versus a more
settled situation. In spite of these difficulties, you have an excellent chance of achievement
together. You may find that your relationship brings brothers and sisters into the picture, or
people of other races or creeds, and you may wish to explore science together, or perhaps film,
or other cultural areas. If you allow ultimate freedom and independence for each other, you
benefit in what becomes a unique and evolved form of relationship.
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Megan's Moon in inconjunct
(within 0.5 degrees) with Machine's Neptune

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination
must be employed.

This aspect, of the Moon in minor dynamic relation with partner's Neptune, represents a
relationship of great sensitivity and mutual rapport, but with the strong possibility of
misunderstandings or illusions coming up between you. Concerns may be brought up but not
acted upon or one partner's reactions may be misinterpreted despite good intentions. These
emotional reactions need to be aligned with a more mature spiritual understanding. The contact
between you may be stressful at times, but also may be about congenial, warm, and open
sharing. Also included in your relationship is shared creativity in the arts, or music, perhaps
caring for the sick and elderly, or for other disadvantaged groups. In a romantic context, this
aspect indicates a spiritual love, with sympathy and compassion between you, feeling
supportive of each other in creative or artistic ways. There may also be an illusive nature to the
interchange between you. You also have an intuitive telepathic connection with each other, and
you may find psychic receptivity to others as well, such as friends and family. When working
together, you may also find yourselves to be more willing to do things for other people. You may
also encounter a tendency to fantasize or live in a world of illusions, and might do well to set
some limits for yourselves in this regard. When not balanced by reality checks, you may feel
uncertain, or moods can swing, or adjustments you try to make may not feel to be effective later
on. Together, you are likely to find areas of service to others, such as in spiritual institutions, or
with the arts and music.

Megan's Venus in inconjunct
(within 1.7 degrees) with Machine's Saturn

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination
must be employed.

This aspect, of Venus in minor dynamic relation with partner's Saturn, is stabilizing and
grounding to the partnership, lending practical function and productive creativity for fruitful
design projects together. Excess tends to be controlled, and constancy the norm. On the other
hand, values are not easily shared between you, and one partner may try to exercise more
control than the other or judgmental behavior may arise. In a romantic context, this aspect tends
to tone down the romantic feeling, but does make for a long-lasting and mutually respectful
connection between you. The relationship can really be put to the test through restrictions,
demands, or other acts of selfishness. One side of the partnership may be more giving than the
other, or limited economic circumstances may cause friction or discomfort.
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Megan's Jupiter in semi-square
(within 0.8 degrees) with Machine's Sun

The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; calmness is required.

With Machine’s Sun in minor dynamic relation with partner's Jupiter, this represents success,
abundance, and enjoyment or wisdom together, although there is some potential for missed
opportunities and extravagance. You can shine brightly, or waste gifts and resources. These
excesses can also be good food for thought. There will be expansion in some area of your
relationship. Your very ideals may be in conflict with each other, creating the need for
understanding, self-awareness and a better sense of purpose. In a romantic context, you fire up
energy together, and feel strong as partners for each other, yet this very enthusiasm may lead to
exaggerated expectations, or wasteful excess of some type. There may be good healthy
support for each other in your partnership, but you should also be aware that discipline is
required.

Megan's Saturn in inconjunct
(within 1.7 degrees) with Machine's Jupiter

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination
must be employed.

This aspect, of Jupiter in minor dynamic relation with partner's Saturn, indicates that there is
something of a balancing act between you, where one pulls and the other pushes, or you feel
the need to control against exuberance. If necessary controls are not exercised by both, there
may be over-doing leading to excesses of one form or another, and then authoritarian behavior
comes in to react and judge. Yet together you can make this work by balancing direction with
precision, and expansion with efficiency. In a romantic connection, there may be adjustments
required as you have a basic conflict of expansion versus consolidation, with the more
conservative element likely represented by Megan. Compromise is indicated, and both partners
may need to give some ground. This process can be strengthening for the two of you as Megan
provides needed discipline and control, while Machine lifts spirits. If you do not find ways to
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work together, you may fight the winds to no avail, or else you can learn to go sideways with a
sail flying smoothly, although not in the first direction wished, as you each learn to adjust to the
needs of the other.

Megan's Neptune in quintile
(within 0.2 degrees) with Machine's Venus
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler

The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, represents an idealized
connection between you. Your relationship may involve music, art, dance, spirituality, and areas
of service. There is sympathy, and creativity, together with some aspect of the feminine. The
empathy and support of Megan is appreciated by Machine, who also provides solid ground for
Megan, either financially or in some creative form. In a romantic context, this sensitive aspect
aligns with congenial empathy, idealized love, spiritual feeling, and artistic sharing. You will likely
share feelings of elegance, grace and charm just being around each other, and take pleasure in
natural settings or the enjoyment of artistic events together. You may need to guard against
mutual self-indulgence. There is likely to be much sympathy between you, a truly
compassionate consideration of your partner's needs in genuine loving surrender that may
border on sacrifice. You could easily become spiritually inspired love partners and create a
lasting bond of friendship and mutual respect.

Megan's Midheaven in sesquiquadrate
(within 0.3 degrees) with Machine's Moon

The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; control is required.

This aspect, of the Moon in minor dynamic relation with partner's Midheaven represents a
nurturing and supportive relationship, with a drive to success, although there could be
disconnects on partnership direction and purpose. Although you express your emotions strongly
to each other, and actively participate in each other's achievements, there may be difficulties
requiring adjustment, such as a competitive attitude between you which does not easily find its
resolution, with respect to shared goals of a familial, business, or security-oriented nature. In a
romantic context, there is attraction between you, with family oriented responses to each other
and a strong desire to achieve mutual goals, although with the possibility of competitive
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attitudes between you as well. There is also likely to be good communication between you,
which may help to resolve potential problem areas.

Megan's Mercury in weak trine
(within 2.3 degrees) with Machine's Neptune

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, inspires and spiritualizes your
relationship. Sharing discoveries in music or the arts may well provide encouragement,
inspiration and support for each other. Telepathy and intuition, imagination and sympathy are
part of your partnership make-up. It may be that Machine idealizes the intellectual
accomplishments of Megan. In a romantic context, this aspect inclines towards dream sharing,
telepathy, feeling of empathy, sensitivity, and artistic brilliance together, or shared by one to the
other. You will enjoy spiritual vitality in your relationship, combining intuition and mind, and also
sympathetic support for each other. Fantasy may play a part in your shared experience. You
may well find work in the arts, or in hospitals, or other institutions of service together. In terms of
personal transformation, movement is possible where Megan works into a more creative or
spiritual direction, while Machine, who may be more the dreamer in the relationship, becomes
more logical and decisive through the partnership interaction. Together, your ability to serve and
give to each other and to others is enhanced.

Megan's Mars in weak trine
(within 2.4 degrees) with Machine's Mercury
Ruler of Rising Sign

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Mars, represents terrific support in your
partnership for the other person's thought process. You demonstrate wit and charm together,
and your relationship has the attributes of mobility, rapid change, and the forceful expression of
your ideas with each other. Megan energizes the mind of Machine, who in turn may provide
direction and insight to the enthusiasms of Megan. Your shared experience of communications,
sales, research, athletics, and physical movement in general is likely to be enhanced. In a
romantic connection, you will encounter active responses to each other, with rapid-fire
communication exchanges. You do things together well, and can achieve much as a
partnership, with a good sense of agreement in mutually deciding on plans and activities. This
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aspect promises initiative, swift action, ideals expressed and put to work. More energy comes to
you for your shared plans, together with a high degree of efficiency and zeal between you.

Megan's Saturn in weak opposition
(within 2.7 degrees) with Machine's Ascendant

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the
challenge.

This aspect, of Saturn in opposition with partner's Ascendant, indicates a practical side to the
relationship that can feel like limitation, duty or burdens of some kind. This represents a
purposeful interaction, but also indicates restriction, lack, and some form of discipline, perhaps
self-imposed, experienced by the partners. Perhaps you delay your meetings until all desirable
considerations are in readiness. The imposed control is likely to be felt most strongly by
Machine. The discipline and restriction engendered by this partnership can be productive as
well, and helpful in working through problems together. In a romantic context, there may be
control attributed to one partner by the other. One partner, most likely Megan, may also feel
lingering doubts that the relationship will work out, that their partner is really attainable. Your
relationship is inclined towards serious effort and practicality, even in romance, such as having
stable agreements and workable conditions. This can be difficult for both of you to live up to, yet
your relationship may also be quite productive, supporting a long-term bond with each other.
There is likely to be a tendency toward practical and effective daily function, in which one
partner will produce to insure the relationship in some way. The ability to bear burdens and
share tasks with each other is part of all this, and as long as the serious tone doesn't get too
heavy, your relationship can survive and perhaps even excel with this aspect.

Megan's Uranus in weak square
(within 4.4 degrees) with Machine's Moon

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort
over time.

This aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Uranus, indicates a partnership based on
mutual interests, friendship, and unique appreciation of individuality, although there also can be
emotional upsets, unexpected turns of feeling, or disregard for the other's point of view. The
unconventional, indiscreet or inconsiderate actions of Megan may go against the grain of
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Machine, or may grow into emotional disconnects between you. Change definitely comes about
in your life as a result of this partnership. Adaptability is required, and also the awareness of
your separate interests. In a romantic context, you may find an instantaneous and almost
magnetic attraction between you, a strong pull towards getting together quickly and intimately,
but this aspect may also indicate some exasperating distancing, or aloof feelings between you,
or imbalance of emotion. You may feel not at all the same, or perhaps disregard the other's
feelings, in what may turn out to be an unusual romance in terms of environment or styles.
Domestic life between you may be unsettled and outside influences or the friction of career
direction versus home life may separate you. You can withstand these pressures when an
allowing and mature understanding is present between you. The at times irascible nature of
your interaction may need some constructive realignment, or perhaps one partner's moodiness
may need to be given more freedom. Refreshing personality traits and good humor between you
provides a helpful source of resolution, serving to enliven you with a sense of joy in your
feelings for each other.
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Glossary

Ascendant: The point in the sky of the Eastern horizon. In the chart, the Ascendant is
represented by the horizontal line at the left hand side of the chart which crosses
between the Twelfth and First Houses. The sign on the Ascendant is also referred
to as the Rising Sign.

Aspects: When the relative positions of two planets in the horoscope form a significant
angle with each other, they are said to be in aspect with one another. The type and
quality of the aspect is determined by the number of degrees between the two
planets and is only considered significant if it is within a narrow range of degrees, or
orb. A list of the aspects used in this report is given below.

Conjunction — 0° ± 8 degrees Square — 90° ± 8 degrees

Opposition — 180° ± 8 degrees Sextile — 60° ± 6 degrees

Trine — 120° ± 8 degrees Inconjunct — 150° ± 4 degrees

Chart Comparison: An astrological technique in which the planets of two individuals are
shown in a bi-wheel chart, one within the other. This allows the inter-aspects
between the two charts to be examined.

Composite Chart: An astrological technique in which the midpoints of two individuals'
planetary positions are used to create a third chart, the composite chart, which is
then interpreted as the chart of the relationship itself as an independent entity.

Horoscope: Originally horoscope referred to the astrological chart itself, but is now
popularly used to refer to the description of how current planetary positions are
affecting you personally, as in "your monthly horoscope."

Midheaven: The point in the sky directly overhead relative to the position on Earth. In the
chart, the Midheaven is represented by the vertical line at the top of the chart
between the Ninth and Tenth Houses.

Natal: From Latin, meaning of or pertaining to birth; therefore your birth chart, or planetary
positions at birth.
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Nodes: The Lunar Nodes are the two points where the Moon's orbital path crosses the
plane of the ecliptic (the plane of the Earth's orbit around the Sun). Symbolically
they represent talents and life path, or destiny.

Planets: In astrology, the word planets is used to describe astrologically significant points
in the sky which includes the Sun and Moon, as well as many objects that are not
currently astronomically defined as planets such as Chiron and Pluto.

Transits: Aspects formed between the current positions of the planets and the positions of
your natal planets at the time and place you were born.


